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Vocational Troubles
To Be Aired
With Gus White

PACIFI

ELKLY

Student Opinion Poll
To Be Given
In Thursday Assembly

Vol. XXXII

Kaleidoscope
By WALTER WRIGHT
Nero, it seems to me, has been
misshapen by his legends. He is
pictured to us as a jaded hedonist
who joyed in all sorts of vicious luxuria in the form of taxes and glad
iatorial blood . . . neither of which,
need we remark, has quite become
extinct in this year of grace, 1938.
But what has nearly become extinct
is the rarity of intelligence and ballance which made it possible for him
to do that for which he is most de
spised—to stand on his balcony over
looking scenes of intolerable horror,
and to play thoughtfully on his violin
an obligato to the burning of Rome.
After all, what better thing could
he do? Throw pennies to the mult
itude, perhaps? Or rush heroically
into the inferno with a water jug?
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Pacific Debaters Trounce
Stanford; S. F. U.

TO PLAY NEXT FRIDAY

Plans Being Forwarded For Tournament

International Affairs Club,
Weekly To Conduct Poll

Since returning from the Linfield Invitational 'Tournament, Pacific
Pacific To Join In Nationwide Balloting
varsity debaters have had an unblemished record. Two wins and no de
feats have been chalked up by Louis Sandine and Erwin Farley, the men's
Pacific's Sudent Body, long held in submission without adequate means
debate varsity.
of expressing its opinion, will be given a poll in next Thursday's assembly
All students who have held
First victory since the northern excursion came over a week ago.
to determine its attitude toward war and war policies.
Pacific Student- Association
Stanford University debaters made
cards for fall and spring se
Responding to a nationwide ballot to be given some two million studthe trip to Stockton to meet the
mesters are eligible to receive
ens in 700 colleges, the Pacific Weekly is combining with the International
Pacific representatives on the Pi
a free Naranjado. Those who
Kappa Delta question. By a vote
"•Affairs Club in gathering statistics
have been here only one semes
of fourteen to three the Delta Toastto be sent the Brown Daily Herald,
ter
must
pay
$1.50
for
their
masters Club gave the decision to the
father of the movement, at Brown
year book.
College of the Pacific.
University.
Annual student body election
In order to have a book re
Forerunner of annual Spring peace
will be held Thursday, April 7,
SAN FRANCISCO NEXT
served for him, a "one-semes
demonstrations, the poll is expected
a month earlier than in the
ter" student will have to have
- San Francisco State was the next
to form a firm basis for whatever
past, as the result of Pacific
made a fifty-cent
deposit by
victim. On March 10 the represen
demands various youth organizations
Student Association action in
April 1. This sum should be
tatives of the College of the Pacific
may wish to make in regard to the
assembly yesterday.
left
at
.the
information
office
won a two-to-nothing decision over
present foreign policies being drawn
Acting upon the recommen
in an envelope addressed to the
San Francisco State. Representing
in Washington at the present time.
dation of the Executive Com
Naranjado, marked with the
State were Robert Van Houte and
AT PACIFIC
mittee that next year's officers
name
of
the
student.
Mary Ann Nelson. Rendering the
On Pacific's campus the poll is ex
EDEN . . : .
be elected to make it possible
The regular price of the
decision in favor of Sandine and
pected to give school leaders an op
to acquaint them with their
Naranjado is $4.00, applying
In England, Anthony Eden and his Farley were Mr. Martin, attorney
portunity to gauge student interest
duties before taking office, the
to all except those with adver
supporters condemn political passi for the California State Corporation,
in contemporary problems and chrysassembled student body unan
tising
discounts.
talize whatever opinion may have
vity as futilitarian. Americans are and Air. Miner, president of Golden
imously voted to adopt the
Vocational
Expert
Gate College.
been forming in respective adolescent
following amendment to the
temperamentally the greatest haters
That evening Stanford met Pacific
skulls.
by-laws of the P. S, A.: The
Makes
Second
Visit
of the Nero detachment. It is almost team in a return engagement. The
Initial step in the local poll will
Executive Committee shall have
coeval with our nature to believe .that debate was non-decisional, a type
be taken when some sixty-odd in
the power to set the date for
J. Gustav White, vocational in structors receive ballots next Mon
always and everywhere wisdom con seemingly preferred by the Stanford
the nomination of student body
structor at Whittier College for the day. Comment from any faculty
debaters.
Representing
Stanford
officers
of
the
P.
S.
A.
and
to
sists in action. It doesn't matter at
past fifteen
years, will attempt for member who wishes to express a
Bob Carpenter and Armen
designate the date one week
all whether the action has the least Hampar.
the second successive year to clear more personal opinion will be asked.
later as election day.
up Pacific's murky vocational prob Tabulations of this poll will be made
value, beyond the fact that it super
Percy Grainger, internationally famous as pianist and composer,
The Executive Committee,
lems, both individual and collective, during the week, announced in Fri
FAR
WEST
MEET
ficially makes good newspaper readr
comes
to
Pacific
next
Friday
night,
opening
his
Pacific
coast
sea
through its spokesman, Presi
when he visits the campus for the day's Weekly.
Preliminary announcements for the
son on the College Auditorium stage.
dent Louis Sandine, has an
ing. But it rarely makes good read
second successive year this March STUDENT POLL.
Far West Invitational Tournament to
nounced Thursday, March 31,
ing when the newspapers are a few be held on the College of the Pacific
28, through April 2.
Thursday's assembly marks the
as nomination day and the fol
Students will have an opportunity student's participation in the survey,
years old, and we've really had time campus April 7, 8 and 9 have all
lowing Thursday, April 7, as
to "determine in part the contribu the complete results to be announced
to read them. Because almost every been mailed, according to Dr. Roy
election day. In the March
tion Mr. White will make this year. two weeks from today in the school
time America has rushed into the C. McCall, director of forensics. Reg
Pianist To Open
31 assembly (which was voted
In addition to personal interviews, paper.
istration is reported by the tourna
compulsory by the Student
inferno with her sacrificial bucket,
which are limited in number, he will
National returns, due to the large
ment directors, Dr. McCall and de
body), nominations will be
be available for a few group con number being submitted will not be
Season Here
she has somehow contrived to make bate manager, Louis Sandine, as being
made for the offices of P. S.
ferences. Students who are interest available until late in April. They
the blaze more devasting, and the unusually heavy, especially consider
A. president, vice-president,
ed in a given field of occupation such will be published as soon as released
ing
the
early
date.
An
internationally
famous
name
ruins afterward more irreparable.
secretary, treasurer, head yell
as business, engineering, science, etc.,
Announcements telling of tourna
in music will be the chief attraction can, by request, arrange a special for general publication.
leader, five
members of the
Geographically, we are enviably
Included in the poll will be five
ment
plans
have
been
sent
over
one
publications committee, five
situated to be detached. But in place
when the Conservatory Orchestra of session or forum with Mr. White. general questions.
First of all,
members-at-large of the Ex
of the geoeconomic irritants of hundred schools from all over the
the College of the Pacific and Stock Thus more students will be able to American policies in the Far East
Pacific
Coast
Region.
Representa
ecutive
Committee.
Balloting
Europe and Asia, we have this blund
are to be put on the block in regard
ton Junior College appears in its benefit from his visit.
will occupy all of the follow
ering sentimental sense of noblesse tives of schools from all sections of
to the application of the Neutrality
Foreign
Affairs
Topic
California,
Oregon,
Washington,
Ne
annual
concert under the direction SEE CORSON
Third In Series
ing Thursday.
oblige, personified in the gigantic
Students should see Mr. Corson Act, withdrawal of American sol
This will be the earliest stu
of Horace I. Brown on Friday even
figure of an American marine landing vada, Arizona, Utah, Idaho, and sev
and
make their suggestions or spec diers, and the possibility of collective
eral
other
states
have
indicated
that
-s
With
faculty
firebrands
Werner
dent body election in the his
somewhere to take in hand what
ing, March 25, in the college audi- ial requests.
Artistic triumphs of all countries
action.
they plan to attend he local ournatory of C. O. P. Polls in
ever situation awaits. He is care
and all ages are represented in the and Breed stimulating discussion, the I tor;um
R. O. T. C., and its part in college
Mr. White has been in great de
ment.
recent
years
have
been
held
the
less, jovial, big . . . and he is the
exhibition of "Masterpieces of Euro international Affaiis Club held its I The famous name is that of Percy mand by all colleges and institutions life, is left wide open to the beratfirst
Thursday
in
May.
The
most dangerous man on earth be SYMPOSIUM
pean and American Painting from most inteiesting meeting of the yeai j Grairiger, known throughout the all over the western states, and is|ings of breast-beating pacifists, parExecutive Committee, feeling
cause in his good, stupid face there
the_Past"„...t)QB'. being sl]own in ..the
a member - o£. the, ..National Vocation- I licularly in the light of compulsory
George Meyers, world traveler-now
the need of a "training period"
JV Af.»rdl*|wo-rJ3*a"s a pianist "aricf composer:- In al Guidance Association. Through |or non-compulsory military training.
is no glimmer of understanding, no serving as reporter for the Stockton
uppef corridor of Weber Hall. This
for
P.
S.
A.
officers,
and
act
awareness that he is there for any Record, will be featured on the
ifis Stockton concert he will appear Mr. White's efforts the College of FOREIGN POLICY
is the third in the series of six 15ing in the spirit of the sug
other reason than to save Little Old Pacific Symposium next Tuesday.
The debate between the two pro- F both capac;tieS) playing the Grieg the Pacific, Stockton Junior College,
exhibitions of the San Francisco
Next on the list is the question of
gestions offered by Dr. WieBelgium or Little Old England, or to He will be interviewed by Clair
Museum of Art's Carnegie Program fessors covered most of the impor- >gonccrto jn a minor" with the Stockton High School, and com- peace, in the light of our foreign
man.
prevent these Chinese babies from Tatton, who will quest George on his
for Art Enjoyment, sponsored at the'
tant phases of the piesent internat-1 orchestra and as a composer he will munity have benefited. The Kiwan- policy. Under this topic will come
being disembowelled . . . Gaga.
college by the Art Department.
is club and the Rotary club have [the question of isolation, collective
European travels. The Symposium
Color reproductions of works by ional and natioal situation, eventually contribute some of his own compo- greatly assisted in the financial
ar- action, entrance into a revised League
will be heard over KGDM, presum
centered
on
a
live
discussion
of
racial
sitions,
notabfy
"Country
Gardens
Giotto, Leonardo da Vinci, Michel
rangements in obtaining Dr. White, [of Nations, and complete isolation.
N E R O . . . .
ably at 2 :IS p. m.
angelo, Raphael and other great problems in the United States. A which is the delight and ambition ot QUESTIONNAIRES
Fourth in the series is the quesOn last week's Symposium an im
, ,
almost every child who has studied
r r,
Nero, of course, could see, and was
™
,
. ,
-r, W1 •* tion of participation in actual warmasters illustrate the methods of group
of
fifteen
members
took
active
&
y
Thpse who expect to see Dr. White ^ pacific>s balloteers will be giv_
.
piano
wise enough to know that nothing promptu speaking contest was held,
decorating large wall areas.
El part in discussing the views
set forth
percy Grainger's preeminence in will find it necessary to have filled I
Jhe
tunity of saying whether
could be done. But there is a de including five debaters from College
Greco, Rembrant, Carot, and others
^ fight in any war> de_
by club advisor Werner and guest I the concert field is due to his prodig- out the following inventories and I
nQt th
tachment which is horrible because it of the Pacific and Stockton Junior
illustrate the greatest accomplish
fensiye war, or no war at all.
speaker Breed. Refreshments were >°us technique; his poetic or bold in- questionnaires:
is blind, or hypnotized—the detach College. Louis Sandine, Erwin Far
ments in easel paintings.
ley,
Bill
Russel,
Gregg
Phifer,
and
, ,
• r,
xi
,i
interpretations as the occasion may
1. Wrenn Study Habit Inventory.
p;nai top;c for voting is a presment of the robotized dull who look
served
by
socialites
Beveiley
Wright
I
P.^.
^
meticu,ous pbrasing and
Mounts presenting many small re
2. Bell Adjustment Inventory.
entation of the various military and
on complacently while an expanding Martin Pulich spoke in the order
and
Jo
Schiflerle.
;
j
;
singing
quality
productions
for
close
comparison,
and
b s ful
tone w tb a
minority of the -world's population named.
3. Lufburrow Self-interest Lo- naval policies advocated by oppos
explanatory labels enlarge the sigNew members in attendance in- which has been equaled by few
ing factions of pacifists and presteadily and hideously goes mad, and
nificence of the exhibition. The aims eluded Louis Sandine and Bill Carl-[artists. Edvard Grieg, composer of Ca <U'
paredists." Included in this is the
who fix their anger upon some sym
lr
of composition of a mural painting,
Membership in the club is still the piano concerto which will be
4. Strong Vocational-Interest In- problem of disarmament, and its nabol or accident of'that mass drunkWieman Sets Aim
especially fresco, are contrasted with below the 24 limit and students in- played with the Conservatory Or- terview.
tura] opposite, armed preparedness.
eness, and thereby partake of it
the aims of oil, and the reasons for terested in joining the club are in- chestra on March 25, despaired of
Those who have not already had pQLL BACKERS
themselves. It is too easy, while
For Campus
the changes in the methods of draw vited to attend the next meeting,| finding anyone who could play his their test corrected will have to pay
Thus far> the movement has had
watching newsreels of Mussolini or
ing are pointed out.
states Bill Becker, adding "first come, concerto in an artistic manner which one dollar for scoring charges. If l;de appro^al from peace organizaHitler and the vast ominous blocks
Aftermath of Psychologist Regina
,
.
first served."
pleased him until he met Grainger in this has already been done the stud- tions tbrough0ut the nation, including
of uniformed flesh dedicated below
Westcott Wieman's visit to Pacific
Examples are ancient Onental
An
important
adjunct
of
the
orLondon
and heard him play. Soon ent will only have to pay fifty cents
Foreign Policy Association, the
them, to imagine the faces of those
was noted this week as Chairman Pointing
Byzantine mosaics, and
League of Nations Association, the
men suddenly contorted and twitch
Ben Alexander and his Student Af- work of Europe and America from ganization is the personal library after this meeting Greig wrote in for his or her interview.
5. White Personal Questionnaire. National
intercollegiate Christian
ing, and the lips dribbling foam. But
fairs organization formed a recently the Renaissance through the nme- maintained on a special shelf in the his diary: Yes, he is a genius, la
Students who desire to see Mr. Council (djrector of "Y" work among
college
library.
Secretary
Roger
Abis
sure
enough.
I
am
happy
to
have
these are only signs, to those who
conceived Social Relations Commit- teenth Century. All are in perfect
piesen White, and cannot afford to do this colleges) > the National Student Fedharmony because each is the finest or bott encourages those interested in |won such a young friend.
Plans for the establishment of
have a gift for morbid metaphors,
tee.
Modeled on a plan suggested .by [its kind. The exhibition is a sample international affairs to investigate there is no Norwegian who can com- at this time, should see Mr. Corson [ grsttion, tlie American Student Union,
outward and visible signs of an in Stockton branch of the California
and
tbe Fellowship Reconciliation.
Junior College Honor Society, Alpha Dr. Wieman, the newly formed com- of the worlds greatest Masterpieces, the club's books. However, Dnly pare with him in understanding our at his office.
ward and moral sickening.
club members are allowed to take the music and I want him to p ay my GROUP CONFERENCES
The Carnegie Endowment for InBecause we have in America no Gamma Sigma, under consideration mittee is responsible to no other orThe public as well as students are books out of the library. The vol- concerto in September at the Leeds
There will be more group con- ternational Peace has expressed in
messianic fuehrer and are not at The for the past week, have caused much ganization, although its suggestions invited to attend the exhibit, which
umes were secured through,the Car- I (England) Festival while I cone uct. ferences this year, for Mr. White jterest in the poll in a series of three
moment wearing uniforms, we as favorable comment among the junior and ideas must be passed on to the ] ;s free, until Tuesday, March 29.
negie Peace Endowment, which inGrieg died in August ol t rat year, was flooded with requests to have letters, and one of its suggestions has
sume that we are proof against college students and the members of Student Affairs Committee before
It is I "^'le 'ecture 'n explanation of this ternational organization the local club °ne month before the festiva , u them held last year. They will be been adopted as part of the survey
unreason. Patriotism is the extent the faculty.
official action . can
the authentic mteipreter ot tie grea determined by the amount of requests|mechanism,
. . be, taken.
,
,•
e x h i b i t w i l l b e g i v e n i n r o o m 2 2 1 o n joined at its inception last month.
to which a human being will sacrifice
Membership to this society would not an authoritative body, operating
^ 4:]Q A
March
Next meeting of Pacific's newest Norwegian composer lives on anc us handed in by the students.
his humanity to his nationality. Or be open to any Junior College stu entirely out of interest in Pacific
.
lecture
ig wclcome
The
club will be staged in the "Y" rooms. I Stockton concert is the first appearMr. White will be at Pacific March
to take a more "detached" view: It dent having thirty honor points or
problems.
,
, will take forty-five minutes and is Tuesday, March 29, at 3 p. m. Walter ance in California on a tour which 28, 29, 30 and April 1 and 2. The i „ _ ^
is the units awareness of his relation a 2. grade average. Membership
First meeting
scheduled on the
.
,,
s
&
Wright, vice-president in charge of |' taking him from coast to coast in following is the schedule for the ^ — j j rfNrfl]a Hogfrfi
...
, ,j ,,,, obligatory to all art majois.
to the whole. But if we describe would be Jjy semester, with a life committee
s program was held on I
program, announces that Richard (both the United states and Canac a. White program, however, if changds|
**
exactly the safne relationship between membership after membership for Wednesday of this week. Organiza
Huebner, representative of the GerAll seats are reseived and tie are to be made, they will be printed [
a German and Germany, we call it three out of four semesters. Mem tion into various sub-committees de
man consulate in San Francisco, will Conservatory box office will be open in the Weekly.
fanaticism.
bers for the society would be chosen signed to aid in the reformation of
be the main speaker at the forth- beginning next Monday,
aici
March 28:—
from those eligible by an advisory local social and political deformities
coming session. All world-minded [Tickets are 7.ic and $1.00 but a s tiSpeaker at the Stockton High |
resulted
in
the
threatened
scuttling
board.
HITLER
students and faculty members are in-1 dents and faculty may ia\e a specia School.
A meeting of all students interest of jaded practices in the following
vited to attend this lecture, partici-1rate 01 -'"cAt two in the morning, early this
Talk with faculty and counselors in|
ed in this society was held immed fields: School publicity; outside pub
pate
in
discussing
the
vital
problems
week, I listened to Hitler broadcast
Room
210 in the Ad. Building.
iately after assembly Thursday with licity, including magazines; campus
raised by Germany's recent actions.
from Vienna his proclamation that
March 29:—
| The program for the twelfth anDean Corson presiding.
At this and town relations ; cheating ; student
Speaker at the College Assembly. nuai p0ets Dinner to be held by the
the Austrian and German people were
leadership;
recreational
equipment;
meeting the general plan for the soc
Speaker at the Kiwanis Club
odd Fellows of Central California
reunited under one flag, one Reich
iety was outlined and requirements social education; personal gelations;
2-5 afternoon.
Individual and at tbe Oakland Women's City Qub
and one Fuehrer. His voice was
and school regulations.
for membership given.
group conferences. Meeting will be on Saturday night, March 26, at 6:30
undertoned with Nazi drums. At
Members chosen for the new com
About 75 delegates from seven
held in Mr. Corson's adjacent office. L'clock has befen arranged as follows:
intervals it was drowned in those
mittee are Erwin Farley, levin I schools attended the San Joaquin
Room 111.
Dr. H. P. Miller of San Jose State
surging waves of cheering so sug
Grubbs, Bill Becker, Tom Rippey, Valley Student Christian Conference
March 30:—ICollege, speaker; George Wilson,
gestive of the helpless sobbing of
Bob Broaddus, Frank Wood, George which was held for three days last
12:00 Luncheon with the Rotary [ drama director of the Hayward
hysteria. The sound reminded me
Bralye, Bill Carlisle, Dick Eaton, Ar-1 weekend at Pinecrest which is locat
club.
.Union High School and guest lecturof a movie of some years ago which
tella Baxter, Beverly Wright, Ihelma ed near General Grant National Park
Evening. Speaker at the Y. M. C. |er at Stanford University, dramatic
told of a crazed scientist whose
Williams, Betty Dixon, Betty RaejThe theme of the meet was "Funda
Herr Hitler's triumphal march into A.
reader; Margaret Haight, lyric so
hobby was the grafting of human
Stone, Delphine Ferrogiario, Jean|mental Values of Life.'
prano of San Francisco, vocalist; the
Austria
was the main theme of dis March 31:—
heads onto the bodies of apes, and
Westrum, Trevor Griffiths.
Dr. Edward V. Tenney of Fresno
-12, 1-5. Individual and group eight-hand piano group composed of
vice versa. He controlled them by
Dr. J. Edward Spoon, graduate|CUSsion staged by the Current Events
State and Dr. George Colliver from
Henri Salz, former concert pianist
the persuasive inspiration of a whip,
of the College of the Pacific in 1924,
lar meeting; in conferences.
College of the Pacific were the main was recently selected as the high- Group at the regu
April
1:—
of
San Francisco, Miss Marcella
,
not unlike our caricature versions of
, •
C
T
I Anderson
Hall, last Monday. lhe
speakers and leaders at the confer est ranking
Same as March 31.
Norris and Mr. and Mrs. Dwight
w
Chapel To Feature
young San Josean m
Naziism.
One shot showed him
ence. Charles Anger, Fresno "Y citizenship and personal achievement [pros and cons of the Austrian sit
Night, Speaker at the Y. M. C. A. Thornburg of Centerville.
Executive committee of the newly
standing on a promontory shouting
nty men's
secretary, had charge of the arrange for 1937.
April
2:—
Dr. Dorothy Kaucher, noted writorganized
San
Joaquin
C°«
I
uation
and
its
effect
on
other
nations
Negro
Spirituals
into the darkness where the crea
Mr. White will continue with in- Lr and flyerj
ments and Dr. Edwin Leibfreed of
0f San Jose State ColAn engraved gold medallion, em" |^re brought out in the one-period
tures of his perversion muttered and club of the'Pacific alumni association,
terviews if the demand is sufficient. jege> and Wesley Dexter Gordon,
'Negro Dreams" will be the theme I Fresno led chapel each morning. Mrs. blematic of the honor, was awarded
, .
clawed at the earth. "Are ye not met during this week. The com
ar an Redh a'1(l Fill Easton, w io
last year's dinner chairman, will read
at a dinner held at the Hotel St. r
'
'
.
Martin
men?" he screamed'. "Who rules the mittee, composed of Cryil Owen, of Chapel on Tuesday. The male p' i
are the regional secietanes
the prize-winning poems.
Claire.
Dr.
Spoon
won
the
medalLead.ng
the
discussion
were
Mai
tin
quartet
composed
of
Russell
Aitken,
oi
ie
Williver
Klein,
and
Lester
Tiscornia,
world?" And the only sound which
Flowers for the decorations are be
could come from the Collective outlined a program of activities for Harmon Ginn, Douglas Taylor, and YWCA and YMCA, took charge of lion for his leadership in the Jun- Pulich and Bob Takahashi, chairman Vic Robinson In Storm
ing donated by the California Nur
Wesley
Hull
will
render
several
the
panel
discussions.
They
also
led,
the
coming
year.
An
important
fea
ior
Chamber
of
Commerce
and
in
the
1
f
the
group,
which
meets
every
0
Thing below was a guttural choking,
sery Company at Niles.
ture of the program is emphasis on a Negro spirituals. Bill Workman will various discussions among the stud Lions Club. He has also been en- j ^[onday at 12:30. "With world
"ga-ga-ga-ga. . i "
Storm-tossed on the wintry north [ Reservations should be made with
And in America, where regimenta stronger football team at the college assist with reading of typical Negro |cnt;sAtlantic for 27 days last month was Theresa Moore, 1212 Milvia Street,
Cachairmen of the conference were
tion is the more insidious because Stockton Chamber of Commerce poetry.
[increased attendance is expected at Victor Robinson, Pacific '37, when [ Berkeley, California; a stamped selfHenry Hoag Frost, D. D., pastor Virginia Lohman of Fresno State and library boards.
it is discontinuous and you can't through Herbert Harper, chairman
While at Pacific, Dr. Spoon played future meetings," stated Takahashi the small freighter Azalea City, addressed envelope to be enclosed
anywhere put your fingure on it, we of the football committee, presented of the Central Methodist Church of land Bill Becker of Pacific.
four
years of football and basket "All students are urged to attend bound for Liverpool from New- with the check. Tickets are $125
plans
for
porviding
athletes
with
Stockton,
addressed
the
chapel
audiThose
attending
from
Pacific
were
thank God we are safe from "all
foundland, broke a propeller, "was[each
that." Meanwhile the nascent demo legitimate jobs in various business ence on last Tuesday on "Security or Beth Dodds, Mary Lomprey, Helen ball, engaged in baseball, was presi and help us dig into the present
not towed into Boston harbor by
A'reception in the Italian Room of
Adventure—Which?" Eileen Daniels Hall, Mary Galton, Bill Becker, Irvin dent of the student body, and was
cratic soul of The Great American firms.
scene. There is so much happening
Coast Guard Cutter Chelan until last [the Club will be held at 6 o'clockBoob lies in wait to defend justice
Meeting of the club will be held was at the organ, and the A Cappella Grubbs, Joyce Dunkerly, and Dr. business manager of the Naranjado
that we should investigate."
Monday.
[ preceding the dinner.
choir assisted.
|Colliver.
for 1924.
within the next two weeks.
and the balance of trade.

Naranjado

Elect!ion

J. G. White
Returning
To Campus

Art Exhibition Warner, Breed
Represents
Harangue On
Varied Schools Race Problem

Grainger
To Play
Friday

New Group
Planning
Social Coup

,1K.*.

fcttUtt'

*

J

»s>-

I

Pt|-

J. C. Honor Club
Causes Favorable
Student Comment

Pacific Delegates
Attend S. C. A.
Valley Conference

Pacific Alumni
Names New

Executive Group

eu

To Hear

Varied Program

Event Group Covers
Pacific Graduate Hitler Aim
Receives High
In Hot Discussion
San Jose Honor
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BASTIAN

LITTLE MAN, WHAT NEXT?

TODAY I AM 21
years of age and I do not feel particularly elated about the whole
thing.

Goold Dust

Keeping

I hey tell me I have at least attained the age where I can realize

my full American heritage.
1 hey tell me I am now eligible to take a part in determining
major issues of the nation.
But somehow, I fail to respond. No spirit of elation seems to
overtake me.
'
Where 1 should be exuberent, I find I am only indolent.
Where I should be exuberent, I find I am discouraged.
Where I should be optimistic I find the opposite is true.
It is because I realise the futility of these things offered me.
1 feel somehow that the possibility of war is so great, so im
minent, that my attempts to lead a life full of the better things
will be frustrated. Hence, I am pessimistic.
And I feel sorry for those who will follow me.
Today, for example, 5028 babies will be born in the United
States, of which 3028 will be boys.
Those of the 3028 that escape the high mortality rate will grow,
have the same care-free times which I had.
They will enter schools, finish colleges, and at 21, will be where
I am today. P.ven then war will be impending. These boys be
tween the ages of 20 and 24 will be 5,000,000 in number twenty-one
years from today.
They will be the first called to fight.
They will realize that in
the World War, which was a trifle compared to the war they will
have to fight, that almost two and one-half million men-—one half
of their number—were killed.

High school senior's prayer:
"God
bless
father
and
mother, bless all my little sis
ters and brothers, and my
friends, and, good-bye, God,
I'm going to college"

Posted
With BILL BECKER
As Postman
OVER
THE
MAGAZINE
COUNTER: Worth looking at this
week if you have the time and the
inclination are several bits culled
from current periodicals and dished
up for your scrutinization (which is
Algerian for "don't look now, but
that man's walking out. with your
overcoat.) . . . Anyhoo, try these:

Blue eyes gazed at mine—
vexation.
Soft hands clasped mine—
palpitation.
Fair hair brushed mine—
expectation.
Red lips close to mine—
temptation.
Footsteps—damnation !

CINAMIKE
By JERRY LEE

We Americans are a strange people.
A dancy—a datey
It is beginning to seem like the gen
Perchancy—out latey
eral run of radio listeners are relish
A classy—a quizzy
ing programs which deal with slush
No passy—gee whizzy !
ing around in bloody, gory mystery
thrillers.
How these programs have skidded
Press me closer, all mine own,
by the censors is something that
My heart warms for thee alone;
Chase & Sanborn would like to
Each caress my longing fills,
know . . . (remember that little in
Every sense responsive thrills,
cident with Charlie MacCarthy and
'Neath thy touch I live—thy
Sports fans will find Tom Mae West on the program they spon
slave.
Meany's article, "New Minor Lea sor ?)
Thou my happiness mayst save
gue—The National?" interesting.
And so you lovers of mystery
Thou dost reign upon my
This baseball scribe raises the thrillers add this new program
breast ;
question whether the National your mental library: Boris Karloff
With
thine own fierce
ardor
"Improvements" in modern methods of warfare will make the
League is in the same class with beginning March 23 . . . next Wed
blest
odds for their dying greater than the two-to-one odds in 1917.
the lusty—slugging American cir nesday will star in a five week
Closer still, for thou art mine;
cuit, answers negatively and offers series of horror dramas. The title
Chances will be about two out of three that they will be killed.
Thou art the music, I the lyre
suggestions for the equalizing of of the series is well known to most
I the servant, thou the master-I hcrefore if I am happy today, it is because there is about 15
power in the major leagues. It is of you radio listeners of long stand
Thou the furnace, 1 the fire!
per cent less chance of my being killed in a war today than there
an article bound to cause a furore ing, as it was popular about two years
Roaring, red hot
in diamond society.
zoill be twenty-one years from today.
ago. If you have not by this time
Mustard Plaster!
It is a negative happiness, this, a sort of gloom that seems light
Novelist Kenneth Roberts (North gathered it I am referring to
"Lights
Out".
The
program
will
be
west Passage) turns gourmet in the
when compared with utter darkness. Even then it is poor relief
same issue of the Satevepost, reveals aired at the proper time for all good
for I do not want to die.
the favorite dishes of a Maine Yan horror thrillers at 10:30 to 11:00 p
Is it a wonder I feel thus on this, my twenty first birthday.
kee in "Down-East Ambrosia." Lus m. over K. P. O. beginning next
cious
and mouth-watering as a her Wednesday.
—Fresno State Collegian.
ring.
If the rest of you listeners would
care to join that clan of spook lov
No. 4 in the Post line-up this week
Mr. Editor:
ing dramas, here is the list:
is the Republican-flavored bit on the
Constructive criticism is what
"Black Chapel", Thursday, 11:45
troubles of big business. It may
they
usually call comments like these.
p.
m.,
KSFO.
hold appeal for political and econom
ics-minded Pacificites.
"Your Witness", Wednesday Anyway, I hope it's taken in that
have college seniors been told, "You are the leaders of tomorrow,'
10:15 p. m„ KSFO or KNX.
spirit—though, no doubt, the troubles
yet despite its triteness, the phrase expresses a reality. College
Collier's has a couple worth
"What
Would
You
Have
Done?"
of
an editor are great enough with
scanning: "Don't Get Out," a tale
graduates are the leaders of their generation, and fifteen years out
Tuesday, 10:15 p. m., and now out any beefing by the great reading
of the rapid growth of curb-ser
of college they are playing a major part in determining the policies
A la GROSSE
vice with emphasis on Southern
"Lights Out, Everybody", Wed public. However, murder will out,
of the nation.
California's contribution to this
nesday, 10:30 p. m., KPO.
and so must these remarks of mine.
Edgar Egbert
latest contribution to American
The New York Bureau of EduAs students, these prospective future leaders must betrin the
"White Fires", Monday, 10:15
rafiinnol SufVev
To begin then, orchids to you for
business life; and "The Price of
nt!y conducfH
p. m. KSFO or KNX.
Applesauce," which tells about the
renovating the feature page. Bill
If you will recall, we mentioned
heils in Commodity Surplus Corporation.
in this column that "Your Hollywood Becker is a grand POSTMAN, and
• ia, that
tP "
Parade
'"
" was
^as 'parading' into a ditch Miss Lovegren's new venture is an
• 342 days Ta^e SL^^Tthe
Pm
6r' and ,ead b>" Dick Powell.
other
w
5
Well they've
improvement on her old style.
ed from other less desirable consequences. found the ditch and thdr
]agt ^.(>
lor
DAFFY DILL, too, seems to rec
liVes of
Passing over Time once lightly |gram will be broadcast from there
ognize some of the boundaries of
• ess the
(even as time seems to gloss over tlext Wednesday . . . from then oil it
:
simplified
studj.
good taste in her Society Page col
outlllij
rust or
international relations today. All of them bring clearly to the
wi
be
us), there are several points of in"
up to "Kay Kyser's Musical
I shrink into oblivion, that
could grasp the essentials.
fish can't
umn. Grosse cleverly makes a good
tore the necessity for sound, well-reasoned undergraduate opinion
terestmg departure, including a clear College" to carry on the good name
The current trend
college sleeP w'th a flapper on each side,
thing out of second hand materialpresentation
of
the
tremendous
TVA
the
American
Tobacco
Company.
which will provide a background for development of a construethat double bills are a pain in the
courses is toward those which
need more contact with other
If you can not quite comprehend campus publications.
practical, In line with this is the |neck—that is if you're in the habit Power problem, a good report of
tive American program for peace.
A chime for
ie
Russian
purges
and
an
absorbing
what
I
am
trying
to
say
soooo
subtly
marriage idea
school curricula.
sitting on your neck—and that
CINAMIKE too.
The Far East threatens to become the storm center of a second
Medicine
section.
In
this
latter
it
is
merely
this,
in
a
few
words
Edgar
better
When the critic for the New York However, a new idea has popped up|
get going here or else
Never since the first issue of its
world war. Russia, the United States, and Great Britain are Herald Tribune wrote l-JBL
^vision, the bit on "Experimental IJick Powell and his "Hollywood
about the in the circles of the Syracuse U. hc l1 forffet wbat he is going to say.
appearance, have I read NOW AND
famous
vam
irc
la
Stand
S
out
Men>
arad
faced with the necessity of deciding once and for all their policy I
P
P Y. Dracula, this Orange. Air. Knapp of that school
,
P
e" will release their last broadThe general topic of conversation rememher th'
HEN. Frankly, I'm not particu
in China and the Pacific
mVnli +1^,,
<
Ps w'iat he said—
sees no place in college curriculums 1°' 'bc da3' centers around two things: emember this word: testosterone, cast next Wednesday night . . Be- larly interested in Woodrow Wil
r
t may come in handy some day.
ginning on Alarch 23, Kay Kyser's
or sucb an accredited course as I Adolf Hitler and Jack Benny. (Both
Life is down from last week's orchestra will have full charge of the son's inauguration (I just looked up
f nccessary ? Shi
marriage techniques." "College is I°1 them have something in common.)
Why not a
v Irom China?
?
What shall our policy be
really said something, for when Dra- the place to learn the technique of Edgar listened to a short wave broad- peak but gives a good pictorial essay h°ur . . . lets hope he is" a good last week's article).
ntl Tnennhir. D / L , . . J . T T R - . . .
I_
little less THEN and more NOW?
cast in the wee hours last night and on Insanity: What the U. S. is doing aPP'e polisher ... he may have to beIo7
0
Theatre
tlunking
clearly
and
not
the
place
to
|
Do the students themselves desire maintenance or enlargement fc'lVTV
about it
g'V6 "S C"n"ent evcnts with
&
Southern California * he is going to stay on the air.
'
of the R O T C or do tLo,
• u
. 1
•,
|on March 31, you 11 all have a feast have specific facts 'spoon-fed' to the jHiffer was sure giving his troons
flood shots are gruesomely
ments on the less obvious ramifica• .
' '
y Wish it to be curtailed? What do|°f the mysterious, uncanny, and the students", he said. At such a time I "heil."
wellFor
all
you
great
lovers
of
ad_ tions of these events C e r t a i n l v anvtaken
ink ot our naval and military program? What action shall supernatural- Even the cast is £et as this there should be time-out to
What's going to happen?
venture a new serial is starting with [one with as much information as the
Mag-bits
J
tte
rs
uring
thex
re
Little
a
ver
we take in Europe in an attempt to maintain peace? Will isolation i'"!*
"] r " ?
' See whither we are going. Are our
Edgar thinks that the situation will r ,•
as we go in for|
y onginal title . . . "The Can- {writer of NOW ANn THr\i
u
prevent us from being involved in
-n
•
Ihearsals, and if it keeps up much undamental ideas in line with the lend something like a student basedrawn in?
volved in war or will we inevitably be longer the theatre players will all he rapidly
expanding
curriculums ?"| hall game—"No Hitlers
g- ed Us'
Gnpa 8
r i
Photographer, fighting
to pro and con of present day condino guns, and ninaW
*
I nervous wrecks. But, listen,m every- Anyway, it's something to think
1S
American^
f
typically
prove
her ability in a man's job. lions.
ts
an
exciti
show
e
Th
And, a most vital issue: In what sort of war will students ho T' r
"g
> °" that about.
Mr. Knapp's fundamental! Gettinsr hark t,v T t o
American pioneer saga that has all
e program will be introduced over
iarl •
vr
tt ,
you W1" ''he—dogs howling, idea
was that there was enough L
\ng. back,to /ack Benny, it s tjie elements of a Pulitzer-prize novel. KpO starting this Monday at 3 15 L« ad"llre Mlss Hughes courage in
willing to fight ? Again a well worn
•
,,,
I
good
thmg
be
of a countrv tL fi
. well-woin expression, "It .s the Youth bats flying-and
it's quite differ,
material found in psychology socio- r
doesn't work for Read it now . . . or . . . you're If you like the Romance of Helen for
pijesonbe literary pillslogy, and home economics to'Jd
Z Langend°rf Bakeries.
(Did you bound to see it in the movies. It's J
)
at fights its wars.
Under what conditions will we from the usual tJTe of PIaY seen
for .campus
Campus minds,
m'nds, and her wide acBin- Sister
S i s t e r or
„r P
P™,..
" II^°'
It's a I Trent, or Big
r e t t v ifu
k777
.
Sta
bread?)
Pacifk' It>s bound to be °ne of the student to learn to live happily afterjX'. 6
However, natural for the films ... Lai
De willing to fight—or shall we refuse our support in anv war?
?|K y o,
PP 7
don 1 get us wr°ng, Jack Benny has
rare treats this season, so save that marriage
Statistics are valuable information
tu „
, /'
Esquire has its usual
J capable for
iv"
— quota of
ui un- dramas . . . you will enjov this
l»w„ • u her
r preeminently
,
nt0lmat,0n
The
on
bal1
as
he
ba
over a million A
7 '
'
expressed beliefs of week-mid, and mark on your calen'Way back in the supposedly Gavl^^T .
^
'
s
be77tiful ads and con- \} W0,uId' however. suggest that youlif
bUk„J?reWer'. ,However,
L0 c£e students are a tremendous force in support I^ar 111 rec* fetters-—Dracula.
^omtri?:
ri
P3St f°Ur °r five
'90',s the upper classmen at Syracuse Iyears
glomerate reading matter, includ-|let the program 'ridXtih it^'realh' l^iVfi ^7 StyiC °f her articles which
were the only ones permitted to wear
, ,
1 me'
bt seems a P'(y
r 7a.
ng pieces by Maurois and Mol- Sets Wnder way ... Oh ves this !
cL!„?.SlPOll?leS ,fav0red b>: Yo«th- The effectiveness of the
Abe Lincoln cast returned Friday high hats and carry canes. Of course L tjethng back to Edgar, did you
preserd excellent
Survey depends entirely upon its magnitude.
' P' S- The "Petty" isn't Program is on the whole for the
material in a
Ure
ut
wby
tbe
dwar
night, after what they term a most the frosh could wear derbies on Sun'I ,
the manner which fails to do justice to
, °,
fs let those so hot, fellas . . . A tip to all good women. ...
Tlnnk—and having thought, let the world
enow your answers. successful and hilarious week. They day. Woe unto the freshman who four beds go to waste ?
students of English . and Speech PTr„
subject. .May I suggest a little
played five shows at various junior did not let the upperclassmen precede
more care m composition?
Better English is entitled to a browse.
™E GUFF:
colleges an devidently the students them into the buildings. We musl
J°an Bennett with Tyrone Pow- gr^JeS^fbomth'3 °Ut" -° \
were impressed with Pacifiic's dra- say times have changed somewhai
praXaifty. ClaSS ^
" Certai"
.
matic department. High spot of the since then.
MUSICAL MEANDERINGS-b °n h'S program Sunday' 7:30 P. "ie dramatics departtnent'^Lately,
scheduled to take place this week as a nn«t
•
, trip was hit in Bakersfield at Hotel
Many people have asked them
Benny
Goodman stock seems head' ' '
Aubrey Smith to be Bobbin Gay has changed her field
md,Cat'°n of Padre
Changed student viewnoint 1,7
!.Pf"
Wednesday evening. Shay selves whether there is such a thing
eo tor a tumble with the 'departure gUCSt on J°lson's show . . . Tues, 11 ls now almost completely a
when R e n A1
1
7
realized this last W e d n e s d a y Baniett and John Crabbe put on as hypnosis. Recently, it seems to
In the Post, good as usual, there
is a varied quartette. For the in
ternational scene observer, with an
oriental accent, there's an attentiongetter, "China's No. 1 White Boy,"
the story of W. H. Donald, Austral
ian advisor to Chiang Kai-Shek. A
striking personality who has a big
"say" in the Chinese policy. Wuth
investigatin', mates.
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THE GREAT AWAKENING

The itliiTor

en Ben Alexander and his Student Affairs Committe grabbed Tte an act (oh yea> for the rest have been proven there is. A sub
BY
a fleeting campus spotlight while forming
a Social Relatione r
•
, ga,ng' and were theY disaP" ject held out her hand for four min
b
mittee.
Relations Com- pointed when Bob Burns just would- utes and was not tired until HypnoLOVE-GRIN
P'ay!
At any rate tbeY are wa't" tizer Setnor brought her out of her
Purnoee of tU,
•
often indistinguishable, on the verge
,
. committee> conceived by Dr. Wieman as a nec-)mg t0 leave again on Monday morn- e®p; , Again he put her to sleep
waff7'tl- ' ' °n the other hand,
ing ""
for another week on the road.
essity to 'he local scene, is the formation of more worihwU i rr lc"
roau and told her everything would appear
le ''fe ISacramento, Marysville, Santa Rosa, red when she awoke.
It did. The
viewpoints through activities as nttr-w'
_
,,
Here's a sparkling toast to a sparklnc.
• ••
attractive as those of more unde- San Francisco and San Mateo will be unaffected laughter of the hypnotized lmg llttle ladY!
sirabfe nature.
cidentally Kruua 7nn
?ng' (In"

I"'

I the shows—let's hope the big city

Dr. Wieman left Pacific
a turmoil of comment snd ^ 4
Moesnt get them. After the episode
versy, after having
covered
nearlv
eve™
s,,L'
..
'
c°ntroat Bakersfield, anything could hapo
1H.OUJ3
ftie tie-,-.
.-ti v.
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U subject near and dear to l'en! Wednesday afternoon the Pa
the heart of collegiate bull-slingers. New
in some of her con- Cjbc students bad a chance to see
ceptions, not so new in others, and old
Ithe play—it's almost over Shay; just
stlll.others of her icleas, | e more week.
Dr. Wieman left at least - ^7,777.7*,"
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I* "social cow

is over and Jean Smith has
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DAFFY DILIHARD TIMES?
Generally agreed, by those in at
tendance, to be the best dance on
COP'S campus in many a long year.
What? Mu Zeta Hard Times dance.
The members of the house last Fri
day nite honored their pledges with
this huge - success. Costumes and
decorations were appropriate, and
Gene Rotsch and his hoys also dress
ed for the occasion.
SCAVANGER HUNT
Alpha Theta's scavanger hunt and
radio dance on Saturday night was
successful too. The downpour damp
ened bodies if not spirits, and hunted
articles were sought in nearby places.
HEIDI
Never has so amateurish a play
been produced in the Studio Theatre.
The acting wasn't particularly well
done with the exception of Reba Sin
clair, Max Gobel, and Jane Turner.
Janey had only a very small part, but
she did it excellently. The lines, at
least, were well learned, BUT a some
what shocked audience viewed actors
faces peering at them from between
closed curtains. The backstage between-the-acts conversations were
clearly audible to the audience. A
high school student cast could have
done as well, and more likely better.
It is truly a shame, for the play did
have such possibilities.
PAN-HEL
Kenny Hepper and his orchestra
will lead the dance . at the Hotel
Stockton on Saturday night when the
White Room is taken over by the wo
men of the four sororities at the
annual Pan-Hellenic dance. This is
technically the first Spring formal of
the season.
DRACULA
Just twenty minutes of watching
Dracula rehearsals was enough to
make chills and shivers play "Run,
Sheep, Run" on our back. We think
Marc has something there. By all
means, don't fail to see Dracula.
(You're welcome, Art.)
DEPUTATIONS TOUR
March 11th, and came the return
of the Deputations tour which played
"Abraham Lincoln" in many schools
in Lower Central California last
week. From what we hear, "Wierwolf" Westrum and "Scrub" Farey
along with the rest, acted like the
bunch of nuts that they are. They
had awfully cute mottos and songs,
too. Ask one of them, they will tell
you—maybe.

'V///////A

CLUBS
DRAMA
MUSIC
JEAN WALCOTT

Sorority Has Mu Zeta Rho
Scavenger
Dance
Hunt
Fetes Pledges
Friends and members of Alpha
1 beta Iau sorority enjoyed an un
usual scavenger hunt last Saturday
evening that centered around their
house on the campus.
Beginning at seven-thirty, guests
were given lists of various articles
to be found, and each included a hair
from Dr. Knoles goatee. Six people
met the requirement before the presi
dent's patience gave out.
Those arranging the event were
Anne Blundell, June Lane, Minnie
Sawyer, Artelle Baxter, Bessie Fraser, and Maryly Lyons. The team
claiming the first prize consisted of
Mr.' and Mrs. H. I. Brown, Anne
Blundell, Vincent Peck, Shay Barnett, Bill Russell.
Second .prize was awarded to June
Lane, Gordon White, Minnie Sawyer,
Doug Taylor, Bobbin Gay Peck, and
John Crabbe; Artelle Baxter, Erwin
Farley, Bette Flickinger, and Art
Irish. Lois Genochio, Bob Stark,
Virginia Worth, and Bill Roberts
were awarded third prize.
Alpha Theta's attending were Anne
Blundell, June Lane, Betty Flickinger,
Lois Wheeler, Pat Milberry, Bessie
Fraser, Barbara Owen, Sarah Cam
eron, Betty Groves, Muriel Browne,
Beverly
Starr,
Lesla
Dennison,
Frances Branstead, Lois Genachio,
Pat Railsback, Verna Dunstan, Nell
de Young, Muriel Logerwell, Pat
Roberts, Virginia Wirth, Harrie
Woolley, Flo Renney, Delphine Ferroggiaro, Toni Rifberg, Peggy Breed,
Artelle Baxter, Peggy Howard, Min
nie Sawyer, Elain Pagel, Evelyn Cary,
Betty Jean Ashley, Helen McMann,
Patty Mello, Frances Hull, Bobbin
Gay Peck, Shay Barnett and there
escorts were Vincent Peck, Gordon
White, Art Irish, Jack Anderson,
Bill Ijams, Pat Dunlap, Carl Austad,
Jes Gidley, Jack O'Neil, Bob Todd,
Richard Smith, Tom Bither, Jerry
Lee, Bob Stack, George Tomasini,
Gordon Gray, Herman Sapiero, Paul
Rippon, Bob Lyman, Bill Roberts,
Bill Mills, Ed Seville, Weston Inglis,
Lew Morrall, Herman Gaumitz, Er
win Farley, Bill Carlisle, Doug Tay
lor, John McMillian, Art Bessar,
Maurice Thompson, Bill Scantlebury,
Jack Dietz, Phil Starr, John Crabbe,
Bill Russell respectively.

GAG
Bob McCarthy—Let's cut class and
go to the show.
Bob Lyman—Can't. I need the sleep
too badly.
(Taint funny, M'gee).
CASUALTY LIST
Ernie Reed, president of the Cent
ral California Ski Club, fractured
his ankle while skiing in Pinecrest
last Sunday. His accident was the
first really serious injury among club
• members this season. Speedy recovL ery, Ernie.
Sympathy and quick recoveries also
[
: Pete Whitaker, broken nose;
J Doris Wakefield, broken ligament in
knee ; A1 Hedges, broken finger; Bob
Broaddus, broken hand; Carol MeyI ers, broken foot; Ralph Trembly,
dislocated ann; Irwin Grubbs, a
wrenched knee; and Dub "Highway"
i Homer" Smallwood, broken blood
[ vessel in his elbow.
I FROM the length of this column,
I it'll have to be 40 for today, my franz
I—are you?

Friday,. March 11, Mu Zeta Rho
honored their pledges at a Hard
Times dance. The costumes and
decorations were appropriate, and to
enter the house, one had to crowl
hrough a straw shanty.
Music was supplied by Gene Rotsch
and his orchestra, also .dressed as
tramps.
Hard Times being the
theme, refreshments were bologna
sandwiches and coca cola. Patrons
at patronesses* for the evening were
Dr. and Mrs. Allen Waldo, Dr. and
Mrs. Gordon Patton, and Mr. and
Mrs. Carlos Le Moine.
Among those present were: Jean
Westrum, Ed Simonsen, Faye Lovegren, Howard Thurston, Frances
Hallmark, Bob Wentz, Phyl Liebman, Dub Smallwood, Meri Wolf,
Jerry Kiethly, Mary Ranney, George
Blaufuss, Arlyne Harder, Frank Devine, Vivienne Manary, Bob Wilkin
son, Beverly Miller, Bunny Guerin,
Ruth Hellwig, Bob Hammond, Jan
ice Morrill, Howard Lewis, Phyllis
Grimshaw, Barre Stephens, Gene
vieve Moran, Hal Kniveton, Betty
Booth, Johnny Reese, Rita Folsom,
Ernie Reed, Lucy Hawley, Stan
Wood, Frances Aberle, A1 Harkins.
Charlotte Parker, George Selig,
Cecil Cave, Claude Woods, Pat Car
son, A1 Soper, Jane Wolf, Hugh McWilliams, Bev. McGhan, Sandy Trezise, Sweetie Dohrmann, Jerry Tuchsen, Carolyn Webber, Warren Mof
fat, Hertha Rausch, Jack Colberg,
Doris Marsh, Clair Tatton, Mildred
Lagarmarsino,
Walter
Manning,
Mona Belle Hench, Corky Cortez,
Junan Bronzich, Del Wescott, Ruth
Lombardi, Don Rivett, Edna Langdon, Francis Jackson, and Mr. and
and Mrs. John Doughtrey.

Alumnae Branch
Entertains
March 25

Women of the San Joaquin county
division of the Pacific Alumni Asso
ciation will entertain at an informal
tea on March 25, at the home of
President Tully Knoles. The affair
is in honor of Miss Opal Berg, dean
of women.
The group plans to organize a ser
ies of functions tnroughout the year.
Members of the local committee of
arrangements are Mesdames Fred
Hosie, P. G. McCaim, Bradford
Champlin, Albert Anderson, Earl
MacDonald, H. T. Richardson, Vard
Shepherd, B. M. Cuttenden, and the
High noon was the appointed time Misses Plelen Sayle, Maureen Morse,
for nineteen pledges to take .their Katherin Kemp.
vows to become active members of
Omega Phi Alpha fraternity last
Sunday. Immediately following the
ceremonies, all of the members ad
journed to the Dining Hall for Sun
day dinner.
Kip Bralye, president of the house,
made a short speech of welcome, and
then the group sang "Omega Phi
Alpha Girl" to their housemother,
Mrs. Cora C. Lynch.
Newly
initiated
members are
Gaines Armstrong, George Atkins,
For those of you who are wonder
Bill Biddick, Everett Coil, Jack Coop ing just what to wear as accessories
er, Doug Cossitt, Roger Cross, Norm with your formals here are a few
Davis, Bill Dean, Bob Downs, Harry suggestions. Flowers in your hair
Du Praw, Irving Fritz, Ralph Han which match the print in your dress
son, Bob Lauppe, Jerry Lee, David (carnation print, carnation flower).
Minasian, Paul Rippon, Bill Toland, A "newy" is the earring idea. Over
and Pearce Young. _
each ear wear an artificial flower

Rushees Gamble
At Omega Phi
Party

Fisher Entertains"1 Students Present
Church Program
Rhizites
Buzz Fisher, Rhizite and president of
Inter-Fraternity Council, was host
'over the weekend at his cabin, enter
taining several fraternity brothers.
Those enjoying the hospitality were
Ralph De Puy, Dick Loomis, Glenn
| Park Wilson, and Bob Kientz. The
; group returned to the campus late
, Sunday.

Three students will journey to
Vallejo this Sunday to present a
program to the First Methodist
church there. Reverend Charles H.
Stevens is the pastor. Kenneth Farr
will be the speaker. Jean Smith
will assist with the devotional part
of the service, and Philip Alosi will
give several violin numbers. This is
the third deputation trip sponsored
by the S. C. A. this semester.

The Ancient cry was "Beware the Ides of March"
This is no longer necessary

BUT REMEMBER,—
The College Book Store, for service.
Where you may send a telegram
Ship Express Packages
Have your Photo work done
Buy Light Bulbs for your home
Your Local Sub Station of the
Stockton Post Office
The Services of a "NOTARY PUBLIC"
Tenis Supplies, as well as Supplies of
all kinds for the use of the Students.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE,
"On the Campus for You"

Eight Enter
Beta Beta
Society

ADVISER

Members of Beta Beta Beta, nat
ional honorary chemistry society,
met last Tuesday night. To start the
evening, a bu-siness meeting for active
members, new and old, took place at
seven o'clock. At seven-thirty active,
probationary ,and associate members
attended a general meeting.
Marie Nichols is the only new
member to receive active member
ship in the organization. Glenn Har
per became a probationary members
and six students will have the stand
ing of associate membership, that is
belonging only to the local branch
and not the national chapter. These
were Naida Tithcrington, Norma
Bergantz, Irene Canton, Ernest
Myers, Kenneth Hench and Frances
Conchete.
During the evening a program was
presented for the club.
Noel Shaeffcr gave a short talk
explaining the objectives of the
society. This was followed by a
introduction of the new members by
Dr. Noble. Elsie Mae Nicholson
contributed a resume of chapter ac
tivities and the forthcoming activi
ties of the year were explained, in
cluding the museum that has just
been started.
A social meeting followed the pro
gram and refreshments were served.
At the next meeting to be held at
the home of Miss Mabel Black on
Center Street, new members will re
ceive initiation.

Miss Lorraine
Knoles, well
known member of
the Pacific
Faculty, is one of
the advisers and
organizers of the
Zetagathean
Society.

It is in

her home the tea
was held last
Wednesday

Zetagathean Activities Include
Tea; Meeting
Hostess to a large number of un
affiliated girls on the Pacific campus
at a tea were the members of the
Zetagathean society last Wednesday.
The event took place at the home of
Dr. and Mrs. Knoles and was car
ried out in the St. Patrick Day
theme with green candles and white
stock.
Girls were received from
three to five by Miss Beth Dodds,
president, and advisers of the or
ganization. Miss Pauline Crawford
supplied incidental music during" the
afternoon.
The next meeting of the club will
take place at the home of Misses
Martha Pierce and Ethel Mae Hill.
It will be in the form of a dessert

dinner at 7:30. All girls who at
tended the tea are invited to attend.
During the evening Miss Smith of
the faculty will show the girls pic
tures of her European trip. A busi
ness meeting will be held by mem
bers after the program.
The purpose of these affairs is to
acquaint girls with the activities and
personnel of the club.
The Zetagathean was organized
several years ago for girls who do
not wish to join a sorority. The club
is for all unaffiliated women students.
Advisers for the girls are Miss Lor
raine Knoles, Miss Martha Pierce,
and Mrs. Ralph Brady.

CLOWES' DAIRY
PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

1261

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

*

*

•

The new social relations group of
the Student Affairs Committee must
be serious. They have agreed to
meet next Wednesday at seven A. M.

for a nominal fee of five
dollars
and ten dollars. President Kip Bralye
greeted the guests while Perry
Schott was in charge of handling the
games. A prize was offered to the
rushee winning the most money at
the end of the evening. Jerry Lee
tok charge of floor show entertain
ment. Dick Morrall acted as cashier.
Art Irish took over the bar, and Dick
Patriquin as "Gentleman Jim Brady"
was the overseer that his boys would
do no harm.
An unusual evening was enjoyed
by all in attendance.

the opera, Madame Butterfly.
The day, March 13, was an agree
able one for Barbara Gammon, Betty
Anne Smith, Lois Mae Ventre, Aline
Durst, Mary Stanford, Patricia Ma
son, Alice Hall, Joyce Bovey, Rae
Hungerford, Anna Mae Snook, Iris
Kees, and Lenore Garretson. Miss
Garret-son is one of Pacific's alumni,
and a former member of Tau Kappa
Kappa.

Fathers and Sons
Women Students To Be Guests
Make Plans
Of Rhizomia
At Meet
Rho Lambda Phi mothers will be
Associated Women Students of the
College of the Pacific and Stockton
Junior (Jollege met last night in
Anderson Hall to discuss amending
the constitution. A program was
presented, each living quarter con
tributing a number. Epsilon Lambda
Sigma was in charge of refresh
ments for the evening. The decora
tions were arranged by the cabinet.
Representatives were also chosen
for the A. W. S. Intercollegiate con
ference to be held at University of
California March 25. They will be
Genevieve Moran, Pan Hellenic
president; Betty Smith, correspond
ing secretary; Jane Stuart, president
of the A. W. S.; and Beth Dodds,
publicity chairman.

hostesses this Sunday at a dinner
honoring fathers and sons of the fra
ternity in the rooms of the house.
The affair will start at two o'clock
and will feature entertainment by
members of the house.
A short business meeting will be
held afterward by the mothers club
to discuss plans for the card party
to be held May 6, to acquire funds
for new furnishings in the house.

'
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EXPERT...
Watch & Jewelry
REPAIRING

Blue Ribbon
Dairy Products
Serve Pacific
448 West Fremont
Phone 3013

RIGHTLY PRICED

J. GLICK & SON
Jewelers Since 1876
326 E. Main Street

CORSAGES"

BURTON OLMSTEAD
Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter

Phone 632

"STAND IN"

Joan Blondell

IT'S NOT NEWS BUT—
Some of Mr. Ritter's Camillias to
those of Men's and Women's Dorms
Formal initiation for 10 new mem for the promise of a joint dance in
bers of Beta Pi chapter of Phi Mu the near future. March 25 is the date,
Alpha, national honorary music fra and the place is Hotel Clark.
ternity, was conducted last Sunday* * *
evening by Hubert White, past presi
Reverberations from Dr. Wieman's
dent and past supreme councilor.
The pledges initiated were Bill Sieg visit are still echoing on the C. O. P.
fried, Milton Kwate, Burk Broadley, campus, but "Nice Work If You Can
Lewis Morse, Euvelle Enderline.'Bob Get It" is still pretty popular.
* * *
Riddell, Russell Aitkin, A1 Miller,
Myron Harmon, and Del Wescott.
Buzz Fisher's weekend parties are
At the conclusion of the ceremon in high favor at Rhizomia, but Buzz
ies, A1 Liedstrand was installed pres is shy and doesn't like too much
ident of the Pacific chapter. Other publicity.
officers for the semester will be
* * *
Rodney Randall, vice president; Mil
The
many
friends
of Yvonne Blos
ton Kwate, historian; A1 Miller, sec-,
retary, and Lawrence Short, warden. som on the campus were glad to
learn that she is Champion Skiier for
This meeting was of special in the state in the Women's Division.
terest to Mr. Stanley Siegfried, who Congrats to the Stockton Ski Club.
came from Lodi to witness his son's
* * •
initiation. Mr. Siegfried Sr. received
his membership in the fraternity at
Fraternity rushing again. We think
Ithaca College.
they should invite some girls.
• * *
Members present included Ed Simonsen, Kenneth Vincent, Wes Hull
Phyllis Liebman has a new con
Primo Yob, Horace I. Brown, Rob tribution to Great Literature. It's
ert Gordon, John Gilchrist Elliott, about the new worm dance—"a couple
Harmon Ginn, Louis Farone, J. of wiggles and you go into the Big
Henry Welton, and Paul Taylor.
Apple".
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The College B. Y. P. U. of the
First Baptist church is presenting a
program of "Radio Varieties" on
Friday evening at 7:30 o'clock. Sev
eral talented members of the college
are assisting with the program It
includes instrumental and vocal num
bers with a Charlie McCarthy—Ed
gar Bergen skit thrown in. The pro
gram will be broadcast over station
KYP and the audience will be the
studio audience in the radio station.
There will be no admission charge
and everyone is invited.

Evening Bags

Leslie Howard

of the Finest in Dairy Products
le A Raw and Pasteurized Milk
Guaranted Golden Guernsey Milk

WESTS LANE

The second senior recital of the
Conservatory of Music Series will be
presented next Tuesday evening,
March 22, in the auditorium at 8:15.
Soloists will be Laurence Short,
violinist, and Eileen Daniels, pianist.
Laurence Short is concertmaster of
the Conservatory and Junior College
Orchestra and as such he has earned
the reputation of being one of the
finest violinists in Pacific's history,
He is a member of the national Phi
Mu Alpha fraternity.
Eileen Daniels is one of the out
standing pianists of the senior class.
She is also organist for the chapel
and assembly programs, and recently
she did all of the accompanying for
the rehearsals of "M'lle Modiste."
She belongs to Mu Phi Epsilon, nat
ional music honor society.

Sierra Theatre
-With-

SHORTS

OmegaPhiAlpha
Initiates 19
Pledges
Tau Kappa Girls
Members of Omega Phi Alpha en
tertained rushees last Wednesday Attend
night at an informal gambling party.
A large group of guests were enter S. F. Opera
Senior Group To tained.
Guests were entertained with var
An unusual outing was enjoyed last
ious fictitious
gambling games. Fiat
Give Recital
Sunday by several members of Tau
money wes given to all as they en
Kappa Kappa when the group went
tered the folds of a fascimilated
Tuesday
"Cal-Neva". Eats and drinks sold to San Francisco by train to enjoy

Men's, Women's College B. Y. P. U.
Dorms Plan
Presents
Dance
Radio Program

For the first time in Pacific history
heavy rings must be disguarded
the two dorms on the campus are
when dressed formally.
NEVER
mix rhinestones and pearls! This combining to hold a joint dance. The
was actually seen the other evening Clark Hotel has been reserved for
—a Rhinestone Juliet cap, a heavy March 25. Dancing will take place
three-strand pearl necklace, rhine- from 9 to 1 under the baton of
stone earrings and three rhinestone
swingster Bob McCormick.
blacelets. Hideous !! 1
Plans are being formed to make
carrying out the color scheme. If
Paris forecasts the hour-glass
your dress is a sweetly dainty one lines (at last) for both evening this a gala affair. If it is successful
wear little lace mitts and tie a small and daytime wear. Their styles fea it is hoped that it may continue an
group of posies on one wrist. An ture wide hips, and narrow waist nually.
other novel note are the starched lines. The dresses are cut, both above
Mary Barbara Baer and Jerry Lee
lace cuffs—approximately 5 inches in and below the waist, to make the
length—to be worn with a sleeveless waistline waspish. Lower waistlines will be in charge as general chairmen
formal. Very few girls could get are faked with hip sashes and band for the event. Assisting them will be
away with this, so be careful. Scarfs effects.
Even long bodices with
have been worn and re-worn, but a |draped lines over the hips to accent Lois Ellithorpe, Roberta Ball, Nor
man Davis, and Art Anderson in
most novel idea is this one Try it' the* gfrth" there' are in evidence,
only with a rather tailored formal.
charge of decorations; Bea McCarl
Altho full skirts for evening wear
Using one corner of your square
and
Lou Morrill to arrange pro
scarf, bobbie-pin it to your forehead are more frequently worn, the
grams; and Eunice Hood and Jack
straight
tube-like
skirt
is
newer
and
curls and cover it with a flower. The
'
scarf should be of a contrasting color better. It's split to the knee to en Collins to set the place.
—white or red with black, cerise able "knee action." The way some
with white, dusty rose with turquoise, girls walk this would be a dire nec
essity.
etc. Allow the scarf to fall grace
COLLEGE PINS
Polka dot dresses are recurrently
fully over your shoulders ,and then
AND TROPHIES
popular again this spring. Don't just
forget it.
FRIEDBERGER*S
Corsages are to be worn in the buy one because they're good, think
Large girls can't
queerest places, for instance, thru about your figures.
339 Eat Msfat
the belt on your gown, tied on your wear large Polka dots! (S. 0. S.)
. . JEWELERS ..
wrist—around the wrist is good, but Since color is "the thing" this season,
try
one
of
those
new
striped
jackets
even better, wear them along your
forearm. Try using your flowers as n soft shades of yellow, rust, and
a head-piece holding a long filmy veil green to give a lift to your rust skirt.
in place, or place them at your waist
Use a quiet smile instead of a loud
line in back—the contrast of color fight and discover how few argu
and a backless formal is most ef ments you'll have. (It's marvelous!)
Of course, if you like to fight—it's
fective.
Charm bracelets, wristwatches, and every man fof himself.

Ten Initiated
Into
Phi Mu

BOUNTIFUL, BEAUTIFUL BARB-CUE
At

The

DUTCH MAID
(First out From town on Pacific Ave.)
FOR

BETTER "CREAM"
LARGER SHAKES
BIGGER PARKING SPACE
SNAPPIER SERVICE—

REASONABLY PRICED

The Becker Way

at

Chas. Haas 8 Sons
JEWELERS

"IF IT'S DUTCH MAID,
IT'S THE BEST MADE"
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Twe n t y-O nc
Athletes Get
Edited By DANNY GASSBERG
By DANNY GASSBERG

Writing a definite ''finis" to basket
ball, until next season, the annual
casaba awards were presented at a
student assembly yesterday morning,
with 10 varsityers and 11 Frosh re
ceiving their due.
Topping the program were those
good, good guys Hal Kniveton, capam of the" team that ran second in
his year's Far Western race, and
Mick Parsons, speedy little highscoring ace of the squad. Both boys
took their last basketball awards
from the College of the Pacific, a
fact that dimmed many an eye with
Rain, rain go away, come again- tears.
next year. Until you do the W. A. A.
VARSITY AWARDEES
sports program is running an ob
Receiving sweaters with block
stacle race, as all, or-almost all, of
Ps and a diploma as well, were
our sports take us out of^ doors. So Pat Dunlap, center from Missouri
run along, and give some one else a —Licking, Mo.; Mick Parsons,
forward; Paul Rippon, forward;
chance for a change.
Lloyd Hoffman, forward; Hal
NIZE "CHAPPIE"
Kniveton, guard;
Bud
Doyle,
In tennis Virginia Chapman and guard.
Hugh McWilliams, center, Ed
Madge Hepburn ran their race with
Koehler, guard, Bill Avery, center,
the. elements and won, at least "Chap and Bob Adamina, guard receiv
pie" did. Come along the rest of you ed only their block P, since they
and let's see who will climb to the had already been awarded sweatersdn football.
top rung first.

Material Of Squads
PRESENTING:
THE "DUKE"

Primed, Ready For

On Monday aft, last, we meander
ed down to Pacific pool to catch our
first glimpse of Mr. Freddie "Duke
Van Dyke in action. We were
amazed, surprised, overjoyed, and
happy—all at once. We saw a slight,
wisp of a kid slam his way through
good old H20 until said "good old"
winced. We saw him win two events
and give the Frosh a good start to
ward another victory over Stockton
High's tank Tarzans.
A grand effort from a swell kid.
Freddie will, for the first time in
a great day, give the Orange and
Black a new deal in swimming.
He has what it takes, although, we
admit, we can't see it in his thin
frame. But those wiry arms lash
out and gobble water. He gains
tremendously on turns in the back
stroke, but loses ground that way
in the free style event.
It was quite evident that "Duke"
was merely coasting in the back
stroker. He had just completed a
220 free style grind, and to "cut
loose" in* his favorite spin would
have been a great strain. But, Van
Dyke put on a top-notch show and
held a fair-sized crowed speechless.
From this dry spot, it looks like we
got somethin' there, gang!

Action; Varsity Green
By FRANCIS HELLMAN
Last Monday, conflicting schedules
robbed the Tiger frosh of a match
with the Stockton High Tennis team.
Yesterday the Cubs met the Lodi
High tennis team at Lodi in the first
match of the season. Francis Banchio, Murray Hunt, Herbert Tout,
and Marcello Umipeg made the trip
for the locals.
Intensive practice
during the past few weeks stood the
Bengalets in good stead and they
turned in a creditable performance.

Jacksonmen Now
Total Sixty/ 1st
Test Today
By GREGG PHIFER

VARSITY-BABES CLASH
Next week the Pacific varsity ten
nis team will have a practice tennis
match with the frosh on the local
courts. As yet, definite ranking has
not been given to any of the varsity
men. Coach Kjcldsen lias been giv
ing squad members the once-over
during the past week, but refuses to
reveal his plans for the future. This
year's squad is one of the greenest
in years. No lettcrman are on the
squad and there are only a few hold
overs from last season's squad.
To add to the pessimistic, outlook
it was reported that Honorio Burgisay may be ineligible for this season.
Several new additions to the squad
from the last season's frosh are
showing improved form. Russ Pugmire has improved over his past per
formances which included getting to
the semi-finals of the All-College
Tournament last spring. Earl Dahl,
better known for his basketball art
istry, is rapidly smoothing out his
game, while his smashes have new
snap.

Event
100 yard dash
220 yard dash
440 yard dash
88(Lyard dash
Mile
Two Mile
Broad Jump ...
High Jump ....
Shot Put
220 L
120 H ....:.
Pole Vault ..'...
Discus Throw
Javelin Throw
Relay

Casaba Gifts

Record

Ping Pong—why girls don't you
know that ping pong can be played
rain or shine, and only Lora Fran
cis Blossom and Jane Stuart have
tried their hand at it with Lora the
tops.
Badminton fares somewhat better.
Two sets were played off, with Eileen
Gould and Florine Buoy downing
their opponents.
A little action,
please.
In a shower of mirthful buffoonery
that had the fans roaring, the annual
Manor Hall-Men's Hall casaba circus
was worked-over last Thursday, Mar.
10, with the Barons making their hat
ed rivals eat goo to the tune of 18-5.
Captained by Jerry Kiethley, the
Manorians held a 14-0 half time ad
vantage and were never seriously
threatened. A1 Irwin, stocky guard
for the victors, hooped 8 markers for
scoring honors. Other scorers read,
Alexander 4, Kiethley 2, Wilkinson,

HOW LARGE IT LOOMS
Concerning our revived sport,
Track, there is a little to be said be
fore the boys go out there and give
their all today. What we had in
mind when we started this para
graph was the question mark that
graces the sub-head. That's what
the Varsity and Frosh cinder lads
are right now, and there's no three
ways about it. Some of the athleticians have previously show
hat they
can churn dirt But ihe., nv in the CORDOVA KEEN
minority. On i
whole, . • thinOther new candidates are showing
promise. Jean Fuller and Gabe Hansladen, turning out for tW first time,
have much to learn, but will bolster
the squad quite a bit. Jack McBride,
a Stockton lad, may land in one of
the ranking spots if his game steadies
itself. Jim Cordova, Stanford trans
fer, is one of the smoothest players
on the squad .md much is expected

We have received no word from
Modesto yet as to the best time for
and Stien 2, for the Manor gang.
them to come down for a play with
Hansen scored the first Dormite us. More later when facts are bet
point after 20 minutes of play when ter known, anyway, keep it in mind.
'he tallied a free throw. He jagged
2 for the evening, as did Thompson. GOOD NEWS, GALS!
Bill Brock of the wealthy clan bitGirls are you interested in sum
off a huge 1.
mer camp work. Here is your
Those three "terrors of the hard chance. There is going to be a
wood", the Savelli brothers and Clem camp training course given for
Swagerty, provided the night's en those who are interested. It will
tertainment with clowny tactics and
meet Tuesday at 11:40, for a few
poor basketballing. But they did
weeks. It will be under the lead
make the non-paying patrons giggle
ership of Mary Sawyer, who is one
and gurgle and gasp and groan.
of the local Girl Scout leaders.
This does not mean that the lead
ership course is just for Girl Scout
leaders, on the contrary, it is for
any summer camp work or Red
Cross. Don't throw this oppor
tunity away. For particulars see
Miss Hill.

Two Swimming Squa<
Navigate Dual Meet
In Pacific Pool Today
SAN JOSE, MARCH 17—On t
first leg of their post-season trip in
the Pacific Northwest, the San Jq
State College swimmers will stop (
at Stockton on Friday, March 18, j
tangle with the College of Pacij
mermen.

FROSH GIFTS
Sweater awards on the Frosh
cage club went to Carl Monnie,
Paul Bishop, Isami Hagio, Dave
Minasiam, "Bull" Durham, Bob
Saling, Barre Stephens, and Walt
Laederich.
Doug Vieira, Dale Halbert, and
Howie Foss having been remem
bered for smart pigskin service,
pulled down their "nums" and a
diploma.

BENGALITES

Talented Al Codiga is trying to
win back his old post at end. He
played plenty football two seasons
ago.

Crepe Sole
Oxfords

BOBB INN
Headquarters for those
Happy Holme Dairy
Products
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